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Hire Line 900 video

Hire Line 900 video
Providing quality telephone service is a way to retain customers and project an image 
of commitment and professionalism abroad.
Neotel puts at your service “Numbers nine hundred”, so that you can have a single 
number to serve your users.

The lines 900 are valued very positively by the consumer since it does not imply any 
cost for the caller.
Companies that choose to implement this number to communicate with them transmit 
solvency and involvement for the welfare of their customers who appreciate the conve-
nience and ease of the 900 numbers. In addition, it will serve to enhance their adverti-
sing campaigns.

Being a toll-free number, your calls received will increase exponentially.
It will have more interaction and notoriety that will help it to improve in the future.

On the other hand, the combination of your 900 number with our Incoming call statis-
tics module module will allow you to obtain a thorough analysis and statistical review 
of your campaign at all levels.

Communicate in the most efficient and committed manner with the user.

https://youtu.be/qdy36jSispQ


rates

(+34) 952 641 034
info@neotel2000.com

RATE 900

If you wish, you can transfer and answer your calls on your usual telephones.
VAT not included.
*See 

Transmit solvency and orientation to your clients for less than you imagine.

Sign up  
Monthly fee  

Incoming rates
From Landline  

From Mobile

0,00 €
5,00 €

0,019 €/min
0,049 €/min

Unique number 
for all your 
locations

 

Improvement 
in the image of 
your company

Better
 ratings by 
consumers

Complete 
statistics of 

all calls

900 Line

www.neotel2000.com

Control for your business

Only for Spain



Control for your business.

www.neotel2000.com
900 696 707
Spain: +34 952 64 10 34 
info@neotel2000.com
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